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Long time tails of hydrodynamic friction coefficients of rigid spheres 

I. PIENKOWSKA (WARSZA WA) 

NoNSTATIONARY hydrodynamic interactions of a finite number of rigid spheres, immersed in 
an incompressible fluid, are considered. The main point of interest is the impact of the hydro
dynamic interactions on the drag force, and torque exerted by the fluid on the spheres. The 
properties of the friction coefficients at long time are discussed. 

W pracy tej rozpatrujemy niestacjonarne Stokes'owskie oddzialywania hydrodynamiczne 
miccdzy skonczonll liczbll sztywnych kul, umieszczonych w cieczy nie8cisliwej. W szczeg6lno8ci, 
praca dotyczy wplywu, jaki oddzialywania hydrodynamiczne wywierajll na silcc i moment sily 
oporu hydrodynamicznego kul. Analizowane Sl\ wlasno8ci wsp61czynnik6w taroia w granicy 
dlugich czas6w. 

B 3TOH pa6oTe paCCMaTpHBaeM HeCTaiUIOHapHbie CTOI<COBCI<He rH,IWOAHIIaMHlleci<He B3aHMO
J,leHCTBH.JI Me>K,lcy I<OHe1UibiM I<OJIHlJeCTBOM >KeCTI<HX mapoB, noMei.QeHHbiX B HeOI<HMaeMOH 
~OCTH. B qaCTHoCTH, pa6oTa KacaeTC.fl BJIH.JIHH.JI, Ka«oe rH,IWOJ.lHHaMHllecKRe B3aHMO
AeHCTBH.fl Bbi3biBaiOT Ha CHJIY H MoMeHT CHJibi nr.npo~aMHtieCKoro conpoTHBJieHH.fl mapoB. 
AllaJIH3HpyroTC.JI CBO:IiCTBa 1<03cp$HI.UfeHTOB TpeHH.fl B npe~eJie OOJII>IIIHX BpeMeH. 

t. Introduction 

THE PAPER CONCERNS the transient effects arising in the hydrodynamic interactions of 
a finite number of rigid spheres immersed in an incompressible, unbounded fluid. Atten
tion is confined to the case of hydrodynamic interactions which can be described within 
the fully linearized scheme, both with respect to the velocities of the spheres and the 
velocity field of the fluid. Hence the velocity and pressure fields of the fluid are gover
ned by the nonstationary Stokes equations. This range of hydrodynamic interactions 
has been regarded redently by VAN SAARLOOS and MAZUR [1], in relation to the hydro
dynamic mobilities of the spheres, and by WEINBAUM [2], in relation to the trajectories 
of the sedimenting spheres (comp. [5, 8] for further literature). 

In this paper the main point of interest is to discuss the appearance of the long time 
tails of the hydrodynamic drag exerted on the spheres by the fluid. To this aim the inter
actions at long time t ~ J2 fv are considered, where I denotes the characteristic distance 
of the interactions, v-the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, J2 /v-the viscous relaxation 
time. This means the range of the hydrodynamic interactions involved is close to the range 
of the quasi-stationary hydrodynamic interactions described within the frame-work of 
the quasi-stationary Stokes equations. The appearance of the long time tails of the hydro
dynamic drag gives rise to "fluid memory" effects which are absent at quasi-stationary 
conditions. 
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298 I. PIENKOWSKA 

Restricting our attention to the spherical particles, we note that the geometry of the 
particles immersed in the fluid is an important factor in establishing hydrodynamic inter
actions [3, 4]. 

2. Multiple scattering representation of hydrodynamic interactions 

To account for the presence of the spheres in the flow, we use the idea of time-depen
dent induced forces C1(t), j = 1 , ... , N (N-the number of spheres) distributed on the 
surfaces of the spheres [1]. Taking advantage of that idea, the dependence of the induced 
forces f1(t) on the relative velocities V1(t) of the spheres with respect to the fluid can be 
expressed in terms of a set of integral equations [5]. For the particular case of the hydro
dynamic interactions of N spheres specified by: 

(i) the hydrodynamic conditions close to the quasi-stationary ones, 
(ii) the non-slip boundary conditions on the surfaces of spheres. 
(iii) the zero velocity field at time t = 0, that set of integral equations assumes the form 

t 

VJ(DiO), t) = f dt' f d.QjG[R1(.QJ(O), t)-Rj(.Qj(O), t'), t-t'] 
0 , 

N t 

(2.1) . · fJ(.Qj(O), t')+ ~ f dt' f d.Q~G[RJ(.QJ(O), t) 
k-:Fj 0 

-R~(.Q~(O), t'), t-t'] · f~c(D~(O), t'), 

VJ(.QJ(O), t) = RJ (.QJ(O,) t)-v0 (.QJ(O), t), t > 0, 

where the initial distribution of spheres in a fixed laboratory reference frame is descri
bed by R~(t)-the position of the centre of the j-th sphere, RJ(t)-the position of an 
arbitrary point on the surface of the j-th sphere, j = 1 , ... , N. 

The velocities of the spheres are given by 

RJ(t) the translational velocity of the j-th sphere, 
wj(t) the rotational velocity of the j-th sphere, 

R1(t) = RJ(t) +w1(t)xr1 the velocity of the j-th sphere, where ri = R1- R~, 
r1(a, .Q1) = r1(a, 01 , <1»1) in the spherical polar coordinates connected to the j-th sphere, 

a the radius of the spheres. 
The fluid velocity due to the external forces acting on the fluid is denoted by v0 (r,t). 
G(r, t) denotes the Green tensor [6] which reads in the form of the Fourier transform 
with the .respect to the space variables 

(2.2) G[R1 (.QJ, t)- R~ (.Q~, t'), t- t'] 

= ~ J (!;3 exp[ik ·(Ri!.l1 , t)-R~(.Q~, t'))-vk'(t-t')](t- ~ ). 

where r and k are the variables conjugated by the Fourier transformation, k = (k, x, E) 
in spherical polar coordinates, e-the density of the fluid. 
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In the set of integral equations (2.1), the first term on the r.h.s. describes the inter
action of a single sphere with the fluid, the second-the hydrodynamic interactions 
of N spheres. 

After the following steps: 
the expansions of Vi, fi in terms of the normalized surface spherical harmonics Yi[lO], 
the integrations with respect to the angular variables Qi, using the orthogonality 

relations for Yi, 
the Laplace transformation with respect to time t, involving the convolution form 

of the equations, 
we arrive at the set of algebraic equations 

00 

(2.3) VJ,t 1m1 (P) = 2T~~;:~(OJ,p) · fi,t 2 m2 (P) 
/2m2 

N oo 

+ 2 2T~~:!:~(RkbP) · fk,t 2m2 (p), Rey'p;;;:: 0, I~ 0, Jml ~I, 
k:f.j l2m2 

where p is the variable conjugate to t by the Laplace transformation, V1,1m, fi.lm are the 
expansion coefficients of Vb f1 in terms of the surface harmonics, TI~:!:!(Ob p) and Tl~::~ 
(Rkh p) are so-called self- and mutual-hydrodynamic interaction tensors. 

According to the results, obtained in the paper [5], the interaction tensors can be 
presented in the following form: 

(i) the self-interaction tensors: 

Ti~:!:!(Ob p) = F,1 t 2 ,o(Oi7 p)Ki~:!~. oo Y8, 
where the functions F1112 ,o describe the p-dependence of the self-interactions of a single 
sphere with the fluid: 

F,,,.,o(01,p) = e~ Ir,+th/T)K,,+t{af ~ ). 
(2.4) 

F,l,:+2.o(Oj,p) = - _l_J,l+!(a. -.I p )K,l+t(a .. I p ), 
eav 2 ~~ • ~ • 

I,, +t, K11 +t denote the modified Bessel functions, 
the second order tensors, equal to: 

describe the tensorial properties of the interaction tensors, 

3* 

(ii) the mutual interaction tensors having a similar structure 

max 

Ti~:!~(RkJ,p) = 2 Ft 1t2 t1 +l 2 -2fJ(RkbP) 2Ki~::!~ .. t 1 +t 2 -2/3m' Y,7+t2 -2f;(~, y), 
~=-2 m 

if 11 +12 
if 1.+12 

is 
is 

even} 
odd ' 

Rk1 = R~(t = O)-R2(t = 0), 
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R"1 = (R"1, :se, y) in spherical polar coordinates, 

F1,1,,1,(R,1,p) = ~;~ (R•1 v~rtlt+th/ :}.,+t(a}i~ -) 

. x,,+t(R./V~~) ror 2P = o, 2, 4, ... , 

where r is the gamma function. 
We note that the dependence of F1112 , 13 functions on the distances between the centres 

of two spheres is involved at time t = 0. 
Starting from Eq. (2.3) the expansion coefficients of the induced forces can be pre

sented in the following form: 

N N 

·(R"J,p)Ti::!::(O",p)·V".r4 m4 + _2; ~ _2T~~:!::(R"J'P) 
k*j k,*k /2m2 

where Ti!:!:: (Oi, p) denote the respective inverse tensor [10]: 

~ i~~:::C01 , p) · T~~:::~(01 , p) = lb,1 r2 bm1m2 • 

hm3 

The expression (2.5) gives the multiple scattering representation of the hydrodynamic 
interactions of N spheres. The first term on the r.h.s. describes the interaction of a single 
sphere with the fluid, the next ones-the interactions of two, three, and so on, spheres. 
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In view of the fact that the hydrodynamic drag force and torque can be expressed in 
terms of the coefficients fj,lm(P) [5] the expression (2.5) is used (Sect. 4) to establish the 
form of the friction relations of N spheres. 

3. Nonstationary hydrodynamic interaction tensors 

Here we restrict ourselves only to the discussion of these properties of the hydrody
namic interaction tensors which concern the long time effects. Consideration of other 
properties of these tensors is presented in [5, 8]. 

The functions F1112 , 0 (0 , p) describing the p-dependence of the interaction of a single 
sphere with the surrounding fluid, for the considered case of the hydrodynamic interac-

tions close to the quasi-stationary case (i.e., for ay pfv ~ 1) assume the form 

F,,,,,o(OJ , p) ~ 2J!'~eav . - . [-(~~~-) -] {"o!lo + "oiJ, ( ~ VfT 
2sm 11 + -r n 

+!lo"·( i~ v:t f -( ~ Vff"+lr aij+Z"o",(1 V~)} ... }. 
(3.1) 

where 
l 

(Xl 

-r(~~~), 

I 

;(~ ~. :-n· 
We see that only the function F00, 0 (0i, p) vanishes as t p--for a V:p/v ~ 1. From Eq. (2.4) 
it follows that among the self-interaction tensors, only the tensor T8g(Oi, p) is built up 

of this function. Hence only the tensors T88(0i, p) and i'gg(oi, p) possess the long time 
tails. 

The functions F111213 (R, p) for the case of interest (i.e., for R 1/ p/v-~ 1) read 
(i) if 2/3 = 0, 2, 4, ... : 
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(ii) if 2{3 = - 2 

where 

1 
Oo= -----

r(/1 + ~ )r{12 + ~) ' 
ho = 

r( -13+ ~ )' 
1 

do= ----

r(/3+ ~)' 

I. PIENicOWSKA 

1 1 - --------- - + - -- -- " ' 

r(1. + ; )r(12 + ~) r(1. + ~ )r{12 + ; ) 
1 

bl = -----

r( -13+ -H' 

R-the typical distance between the centres of two spheres at time t = 0. 

From Eq. (3.2) it follows that the long time effects (- Ry p fv) are described only by 
the function F00•0 (R,p). In turn, this function appears only in the tensor T88(R,p). 
In the result, the slow decay at long time is characteristic of only the particular sequences 
of the hydrodynamic interactions described by Eq. (2.5). These sequences have to involve 
at least one of the following self-, and mutual interaction tensors: 

T88(01 ,p), T88(01 ,p), or T88(R,p). 

4. Long time tails of friction coefficients 

Taking advantage of the property that the hydrodynamic drag force Fi(P ), and the 
torque T1(p) can be expressed in terms of the expansion coefficients fj.oo(P) and fi. 1m(P) 
of the induced forces, and calculating the relevant expansion coefficients from the iter
ative expression (2.5), we obtain the nonstationary friction relations in the following form: 
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N N N 

F/p) = - ~;JkT(p) · RZ(p)- ~·~JkR(p) ·wk(p)+IJ(p)-~ ~' ;J[,,m(P) · V~.zm(p), 
k=1 k=1 k=1 /m 

(4.1) N N N 

Tip)= - ~;:{(p) · R~(p)- ~;~R(p)·wk(p)+l:(p)- ~ ~' ;f[zm(P)·V~.lm(p), 
k = 1 k = 1 k = 1 /m 

where 

describe the inertia of the fluid displaced by the sphere, ;}k·> denote the self (j = k), and 

mutual (j # k) friction coefficients acting on the velocities of the spheres, ;~t:>< · ··> denote 

the self (j = k) and mutual (j # k) friction coefficients acting on the fluid velocity 

v0 (r, p). 

The summation };' is given by 
lm 

(4.2) 

1 

where W0 = }; a._m vJ. 1m is the tensor of the second order, i-th component of ttm reads: 
m=-l 

. 1 i 
(a.m)i = ~il(~mt+~m-t) ;=- +~t2(-~mt+~m-1) .,.;- +~t3~m0• 

l' 2 . J'2 

The friction coefficients are the tensors of the second order with one exception-the coef

ficient ;)'k:>wo, being the tensor of third order. 
Hence we have the linear relations ( 4.1) of the hydrodynamic drag, exerted on the sphe

res by the fluid, to the velocities of the spheres and to the fluid velocity v0. This feature 

is the common one for both cases of quasi-stationary hydrodynamic interactions ( descri

bed within the framework of quasi-stationary Stokes equations [10]), and for the range 

of the nonstationary hydrodynamic interactions specified in this paper. The difference 

lies in the p-dependence of the quantities involved, which leads to the memory character 

of the friction relations. This kind of memory effects reflects the nonstationary character 

of the. flow of the fluid. Here the properties of the friction coefficients are discussed from 

the point of view of the prediction of long time tails. Hence the influence of the nonsta-

tionary character of the flow of the fluid is accounted for up to terms proportional to vP· 
The dependence of the friction coefficients on the spatial distribution of spheres is reta

ined up to the terms of the order of (a/ R)3, to account for the first contributions, due to 
the nonadditivity of the hydrodynamic interactions. 

In what follows we restrict our attention to the case of the spheres immersed in the 

constant fluid velocity field v~. 00(v~.zm = 0 for I~ 1. Then we have to deal with six self-, 

and mutual friction tensors entering the friction relations (4.1). From the formulae for 

the friction coefficients, given in terms of the hydrodynamic interaction tensors in an 

earlier paper [8) it follows that only five self- and mutual friction coefficients depend 

on the tensors T88(0bp) and/or T88(Rk1,p), describing the long time tail effects. For the 
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case of the force Fi(P) the respective friction tensors, being tensors of the second order,. 
assume the following form: 

translational-translational friction coefficients: 

(4.3) _I_;rJ = {t+a .. I P) t 
6n#a V v 

+ ~ C::J{ ~ (I +3aV ~ )(1 +3e,1ekJ)- ~ (RkJ V ~) (l+e.,e,,)} 

+ 2 2 R Ra3 R {- ~ (1+4a"~~ I~ )<t+e"•Jek.J)· (l+ekzklekzk) 
kt-:Fi k2-:Fk1 ktl kz "• lkz V 

k2-:Fi 

· (1 +e,., e,.,) + ~ ( R.t., V ~ ) (1+ ••,•, e,,.,) · (1 + e,., e,.,) + ~ { R1,, V ~ ) 
· (1 +e,,,e.,,) · (1 +••,•, e,,.,)+ ~ { R,,,, V ~ )<1 +e,,1e,,1) 

} 
_ R1" • 

·(l+e1"2 e1"), fl=V(!, e11 - !Rikl,. 

the first term on the r.h.s. describes the hydrodynamic interaction of a single sphere with 
the ft.uid, the second-the additive contributions due to two sphere interactions, the 
third-the nonadditive contributions due to three sphere interactions; 

translational-translational mutual friction coefficients: 

·(1 +e.,1e.,1) ·(1 +et,t, e,,,,) ·(1 +e,,, e .. ,)+ t6 (R.,1 V~) (1 +e,,,, e,,,,) 

·(1 +e .. , •••) + I~ ( R,,,, v ~ )(1 + e,,1e,,1) • (1 + eu, e,..) 

+ 196 ( Ra, V~) (1 + ••,J e,,,) . (1 + e,,,, e,,.,)}' 

where the first term on the r.h.s. is due to two sphere interactions, the second, and the 
third, respectively, due to nonadditive three, and four sphere interactions, 
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translational-rotational mutual friction coefficient: 

(4.5) _ I ;~~ = ~ __!!___ _ {~ (1 + 2a .. I _I!_ )o +ek -ek.)- (Rk · .. / -P-) •} · 'I' ·k :£ 
6np,a 11 L,.; R"1 4 Jl v J J J Jl v J 

kzj:j 

is generated by additive two sphere interactions, 
translational-rotational mutual friction coefficient: 

(4.6) 6:,..a ~].R = -(l+ay' ~) 1· '1'1,:£ 

305 

+ 2 L {! (I +2a]l ~ )(t+e,,1e,,1)-(R,,1 V ~ H· '1'.,, :£, 
klzi:i 
kl zi: k 

where £ is the Levi-Civita tensor, 
the tensors 'J!1", which do not contain the long time tails, read 

1 1 

'¥1, = ;J m.;?;., mJ;., T~NR1,,p) · T:::(O;.p)am,. 

TA'/:1 and i~:::: are defined by (2.4) and (2.5); here we have two sphere contributions, and 
nonadditive three sphere contributions, 

the friction tensors, acting on the velocity of the fluid 

(4.7) \:TV _ \:TT \:TV _ \:TT 
.,jj, 00 - - .,jj ' .,jk, 00 - - .,jk • 

The simple relations (4.7) reflect the property that the hydrodynamic drag depends in 
fact on the relative velocity of the sphere with respect to the fluid (comp. also (5, 10]). 

In turn the friction coefficients describing the torque Tj(p) can be written down as 
follows: 

rotational-translational friction coefficient: 

(4.8) 6"~ ~fl = -E: 2 Aw R~; {1-(I +2a)l~}l+e1,eJJ - (R1, v1!)t}. 
k zj: j 

this coefficient arises as a result of the additive interactions of two spheres. 
rotational-translational mutual friction coefficient: 

(4.9) _I -;~t = £: 11."1 ·(I +a .. / p )t-£ 
6np,a 1 Jl v 

: 2 A,,1 • R:, {+ (I +2a]l~ )(l+e,.,e.,)-(R,., v ~ )tl . 
klzi:i 

1 

k zf: kl 

where we have two sphere contributions, and nonadditive three sphere contributions. 
In the above formula the following shorthand notation is used: 

I I 

A,J = Y~ m~lm~l "-m,i'l::::(01 ,p)·T~Zz(R,J , p), 
and the tensor 11."1 does not exhibit the slow decay "' v'.P; 
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the friction tensors, acting on the velocity of the fluid: 

(4.10) 1:RY _ 1:RT 1:RY _ 1:RT 
-,jj,OO - --,)) ' -,jk,OO - --,jk • 

We see that the contributions proportional to yji arise either due to the nonstationary 

character of the interaction of a single sphere with the fluid (the terms "'ay pfv)~ or due 

to the nonstationary mutual interactions of spheres (the terms ,..., Ry pfv). In comparison 
with the friction tensors, describing the quasi-stationary interactions, here the coefficients 
of the terms of all order with respect to afR are changed due to slow decay effects. This 
concerns also the terms, describing the nonadditivity of the interactions ( comp. Eqs. 
(4.3), (4.4), (4.6), (4.9)). 

We note that in the approximation considered all the friction coefficients entering the 
expression (4.1) for the drag force Fip) contain the long time tails. In contrast, only 

four of the friction coefficients describing the torque Tip) decay as y'p. 
The effects of long time tails have been calculated by VAN SAARLOOS and MAZUR 

[1] for the case of the mobility relations for a finite number of rigid spheres. Qualitatively, 

the impact of the contributions proportional to v' ji is similar for both the friction, and the 
mobility relations. The experimental results on the influence of the long time tails known 
to the author concern, however, different physical conditions. Namely, they have to do 
with a single Brownian sphere, immersed in a quiescent fluid [9], and confirm qualitat
ively the impact of long time tails of hydrodynamic friction. 

Summarizing, from the relations ( 4.3)-( 4. 7) it follows that both the hydrodynamic 
interactions of a single sphere and the hydrodynamic interactions of N spheres with the 

fluid, impacting the drag force F (p), exhibit the long time tails ,..., VP· In contrast, the 

torque exerted by the fluid on a single sphere does not exhibit the long time tail ,..., yp 
[11], whereas the torque in the presence of N spheres decays as yp, due to the influence 
of the friction coefficients (4.8)-(4.10). 
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